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Nature Theory

Experiment

Detector-level 
observables

Simulation

Detector-level 
observables

Reminder — LHC analysis

Optimal 
Inferencer =

p(x |θ0)
p(x |θ1)

s = ∇θlog p(x |θ)

Fast 
simulation

HL-LHC chance

⊕ x20 speed up

⊕ higher precision in 

theory predictions
Anomaly 
detection

This lecture
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D
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Data

SM Template

Goal: observe new 
physics signal…

…above the SM 
background

Neyman-Pearson Lemma

R =
pdata(x)
pbg(x)

Optimal 
hypothesis test

❖ Idealized anomaly detector (IAD)

ML

❖ Best you can do if… 
…you know  and pdata pbg

❖ Use  as cut discriminant 
→ 

R
R > Rc
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Instead of learning the  
likelihood ratio directly…

Classifier
If we have samples from  
data and SM background…

17How to get the optimal test statistic?

R =
pdata(x)
pbg(x)

…an optimal classifier yields

f(x) =
pdata(x)

pdata(x) + pbg(x)

❖ Get  and  from 
MC simulations

x ∼ pdata x ∼ pbg

…use a density estimator to learn

pω(x |SR) ≃ pdata(x |SR)

pω(x |SB) ≃ pbg(x)

❖ Estimate samples from data:

x ∼ pdata(x |SR)

x ∼ pdata(x |SB) ≈ pbg(x)

❖ Then calculate  directly from 
the individual likelihoods

R



CWoLa Hunting
Example I

Metodiev, Nachman, Thaler [1708.02949]
Collins, Howe, Nachman [1805.02664]
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Classifier

Signal

Background

Goal: learn the signal to  
background ratio

An optimal classifier yields the  
likelihood ratio

Roptimal =
f(x)

1 − f(x)
=

psig(x)
pbg(x)

⊕ Can be approximated with a 
supervised classifier (ML)

⊖ Labels are not available in 
experimental data
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Metodiev, Nachman, Thaler [1708.02949]

Classifier

Signal

Background

Two mixed datasets with signal fractions wi

pi(x) = wi psig(x) + (1 − wi) pbg(x)

Rmixed =
w1 Roptimal(x) + (1 − w1)
w2 Roptimal(x) + (1 − w2)

Classifier gives likelihood ratio

⊕ Monotonic function 
→ optimal on mixed = optimal on pure sample

→ Basis of weak supervised classification
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Signal

Background

Classifier

SignalBackground

Classifier

Data in SRBg. Template

Rsupervised =
psig(x)
pbg(x)

RIAD =
pdata(x)
pbg(x)

= ϵ Rsupervised + (1 − ϵ)
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RCWoLa =
pdata(x |SR)
pbg(x |SB)

x = {mX, mY, Δmj, τ(1)
21 , τ(2)

21 }
Other 
features

Resonant  
observable mjj = mZ′ 

> mX, mY

pbg(x |mjj ∈ SR) ≈ pbg(x |mjj ∈ SB) ≈ pbg(x)
[1902.02634]

CWoLa Likelihood estimate

≈
pdata(x |SR)
pbg(x |SR)
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ANOmaly detection with Density Estimation (ANODE)

Example II

Nachman, Shih [2001.04990]
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NF
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pω1
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Are we already happy?
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[2001.04990]

RCWoLa =
pdata(x |SR)
pbg(x |SB)

CWoLa Likelihood estimate

RANODE =
pω1

(x |SR)
pω0

(x |SR)

ANODE Likelihood estimate

[1902.02634]

Pros and cons: Pros and cons:

⊕ Classification is easy and precise

⊖ Sensitive to correlations between 
 and other features mjj x

⊕ Robust against correlations

⊖ Less powerful and sensitive 
than classification



Can we get the best of both worlds?



Classifying Anomalies THrough Outer Density Estimation (CATHODE)

Example III

Hallin, Isaacson, Kasieczka, Krause, Nachman, Quadfasel, Schlaffer, Shih, Sommerhalder [2109.00546]
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How do they compare?



33How to quantify improvement?
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Are there other ways?
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Can we do even better?



Residual ANODE (R-ANODE)
Example IV

Das, Kasieczka, Shih [2312.11629]
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The ANODE method

pω1
(x |m) ≃ pdata(x |m)

pω0
(x |m) ≃ pbg(x |m) Trained in m ∈ SB

Trained in m ∈ SR

RR−ANODE =
pωs

(x |SR)
pω0

(x |SR)

R-ANODE Likelihood estimate

≃
psig(x |SR)
pbg(x |SR)

pωs
(x |m)
NF
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(x |m)

NF

Trained in m ∈ SB

The R-ANODE method

pdata(x |SR) = w psig(x |SR) + (1 − w) pbg(x |SR)
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Take-home messages

Summary and Outlook

ℒ
Theory Shower EventsHard process Hadronization Detectors

Forward

Inverse

• ML beneficial in every step of the  
simulation and analysis chain

• We find both proof-of-concepts as well as 
established use cases (→ AD, MadNIS,…)

• Interesting interplay between physics and ML
    → Physics provides ~infinite data for ML

  → Physics requirements (precision, symmertries,…) 
       different than industry applications

Future exercises

• Full integration of ML-based methods into 
standard tools → Taggers, MadGraph,….

• Make everything run on GPUs and  
make it differentiable

• Foster deeper collaboration between  
theory, experiment, and ML community


